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The story of climate change, of destruction and loss, is well represented in mass 
media around natural hazards and new scientific data (i.e., the newest IPCC 
report). In contrast, new concepts of restoration, eco-cultural identities, social 
change and sustainable development are not picked up in public discourses – 
similarly to voices of NGO communicators, activists or queer science 
communicators that are not heard or visible in the media. This spotlight focuses 
on the area of science, climate change, and sustainability communication, where 
we identified queer communicators showing new pathways for science 
communication as “advocates for change” and “storytellers”.

Over the past decades, stimulated by digitalization and related changes in the 
media ecology, new communicator roles have emerged, with different degrees of 
influence on public discourses. This includes blogger, influencer and storytellers 
who influence the way conversations and discourses today are shaped and 
spread, as they validate topics, possibly challenge them and tailor information in 
a certain way. 

Science communication itself has changed as well; formats and actors of science 
communication are diversifying – not only but mainly stimulated through new 
pathways of communication and digital media innovations (Bucchi & Trench, 
2021). Equally important for my own research is that science communication is 
increasingly seen “as culture” (Horst & Davies, 2021). Thus, the focus shifts 
towards communication about science, towards the idea of creation of meaning 
and (common) sense in various media environments (Weder, 2021). 

Social conversations and public discourses (if conceptualized as “environment” or 
“space”) are currently dominated by global crises around climate change, 
biodiversity loss and migration, but as well a massive health crisis (Covid-19). 
They are shaped by the advent of scientific and technological solutions to these 
problems (e.g., artificial intelligence, genetic modification, geo-engineering). At 
this crucial point of time for science communication, our research shows that 
queer science communicators can potentially bring in a new perspective in the 
existing conversations about climate change, referring to an understanding of 
queering as “instructional, communicative and performative act which challenges 
heteronormativity” (Roberson & Orthia, 2021). 

The conversations (narrative interviews) with 25 queer science communicators in 
Germany and Austria as well as Australia and New Zealand (2020/2021) tell a 
story about people who experience changes in their life, who are critical and 
conscious about injustice, disadvantages and marginalization are more likely to 
problematize, to create “cracks” in existing conversations, in existing patterns of 
meaning, and in existing structures and scientific narratives. 

While the interviewees describe their previous work of “complexity reduction” 
and “translation” of facts for a wider public now as conversational 



problematization, they re-narrate themselves now as curators of social 
conversations about science. This includes “stepping on other people’s toes” (I5), 
“asking questions, even the awkward ones” (I23) and finding new pathways to 
communicate facts and insights through stories and showcasing (I25). 

The innovative perspective on science communication was described as feeling 
“advocacy for a certain story and creating possibly revolutionary endings” (I25), 
and embarking on a new, more sustainable conversation, including 
problematization. Thus, taking a queer communicator perspective, science 
communication becomes advocacy communication, which means evolving agency 
and consciousness, taking an active role in shaping the public conversation about 
science through storytelling and showcasing.


